THE DEVELOPMENT OF STATE STATUTES ON NEGOTIABLE PAPER PRIOR TO THE NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS LAW*
Much has been said and written about the conflict of the cases on Negotiable Instruments prior to the adoption of the Negotiable Instruments Law. Based on the assumption that courts of the various jurisdictions had departed from the true line of the authoritative English common law, it has been assumed that the Negotiable Instruments Law was a codification of the common law of this country which attempted to bring the courts back into line. Very little has appeared about the development of the statutory background of the Negotiable Instruments Law. The purpose of this paper is to examine the growth of legislation in the field in an effort to throw some light upon the condition of the law at the time of the adoption of the Act.
CoLONIAL DEVELOPMENT oF THE LAw AT THE TIME oF THE
REVOLUTION
As indicated elsewhere/ the laws of the colonies on the subject of commercial paper were by no means uniform at the time of their separation from England. There were, however, a number of outstanding features which were appearing fairly consistently throughout the colonies and which sharply distinguished the ~olonial law from that of the mother country.
In the first place, the law of the colonies on this subject was almost sui generis, based on early colonial statutes emanating chiefly from New England. The law of assignment in general and commercial paper in particular was well-established throughout the colonies. Unlike the English law, statutes giving the assignee the right to sue in his own name almost uniformly preceded the right of a holder to cut off defenses.
Aided also by colonial statutes, the negotiability of notes, bills of exchange and bonds was well known throughout the colonies and had developed at least a century ahead of the English law. In New England these advances were achieved not only by statutes, but by decisions *· The writer is greatly indebted to Philander S. Ratzkoff of the Boston Bar who aided in collecting most of the state statutes cited, and to John Vance, Law Librarian of Congress, for generous aid in investigating early statutes and te.,;ts. 1 Beutel, Colotzial Sources of the Negotiable I11strummts Law of the U11itcd States, (1939) 34 ILL. L. REv. 137. The short resume of colonial law which follows is a summary of that article.
of courts which were the direct successors to the staple courts of England. In other colonies the Dutch influence together with local statutes aided the development of negotiability long before the Statute of Anne appeared in the mother country. Instrtiments payable in goods, as well as· money, had achieved negotiability before the Revolution, not only in New England, but in many other colonies.· Though varying widely in its details, as a whole it could be said that the concept of negotiability was modern in its development, and such effect as the common law of England had, was to retard rather than to aid the development of colonial commercial law concepts.
MAJOR FAcTORS AFFECTING THE PosT-REVoLUTIONARY LAws ON CoMMERCIAL PAPER After the Revolution, the confusion in the laws of the new United States as they affected commercial paper was accelerated by five major influences which consistently contested for mastery of the prevailing systems in each of the original thirteen states and the vast territories which were thereafter admitted to statehood. These diverting influences were: (1) the English common law, (2) the traditional law merchant, (3) strong commercial, political and sentimental hostility to the English law, (4) the growth of new banking systems to ·regulate the precarious monetary and credit conditions which accompanied the development of the states, and ( 5) the enactment of new statutes continuing the influence of the colonial laws and commercial customs.
The Influence of the Common Law
Though at the close of the Revolution the colonies achieved their political independence from England, it is interesting to note that they actually became more dependent upon the English common law. This change in attitude was accounted for by a number of circumstances.
Finding themselves in a period of chaos without any general system of authoritative laws, a number of states, by constitution or statutes, adopted the common law of England without stopping to consider its effect upon any particular field of the substantive law. Three of the original states, New York, 2 New Jersey3 and Maryland, 4 adopted the English common law by constitutional provision. Four others of the original thirteen states, Georgia/; North Carolina, 6 Pennsylvania 7 and Virginia, 8 adopted the English common law by statute shortly after the Revolution. Rhode Island 9 and South Carolina 10 late in the colonial period also had adopted the English common law by statute and probably considered it in force after the Revolution.
As to the other four, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Delaware, there is considerable doubt. Since contemporary authorities seemed to regard the English common law as being in force only so far as it was affirmatively adopted by each state, it seems clear that the first did not formally take over the English common law. 11 Massachusetts, which throughout colonial history had been notoriously hostile to the common law, simply adopted, by constitution, "all the laws which have heretofore been adopted, used and approved in the Providence, Colony or State of Massachusetts-Bay and usually practiced on in the courts of law." 12 New Hampshire also merely adopted the laws theretofore in force in the colonies. 13 The Northwest Territory adopted the English common law by statute in 1795 14 and most of the states carved out of it inherited the system. 15 Vermont, the first new state to be admitted to the union, adopted the common law as of 1760. 16 Many other states and territories, on being admitted to the control of the United States, also adopted the common law ; 17 but a large number of the states used the fourth June 1, 1774) ; see also 1 KENT's CoMMENTARIES (Holmes 12th ed. 1873) *473 n.
• Act of Feb. 25, 1784; see 1 KENT's COMMENTARIES (Holmes 12th ed. 1873) *473 n.
"N.C. Stat. 1778, c. 133 ; N.C. REv. STAT. (1837) c. 22; see also 1 KENT's CoMMENTARIES (Holmes 12th ed. 1873) *473 n.
• Pa. Stat. 1718; 3 STATUTES AT LARGE (Busch, 1896) c. 36, p. 199 (common law of England, but not the statutes); Pa. Acts of March, 1777, p. 4 (Act of the province and "common law and such statutes of England as have heretofore been in force.") See 1 KENT's CoMMENTARIES (Holmes 12th ed. 1873) *473 n.
8 Va. Acts 1789, c. 17, p. 11 ; id. 1791, c. 15, p. 10; id. 1792, p. 117 ; VA. STATUTEs AT LARGE (Henning 1821) c. 5, p. 127.
• year of the reign of James I, 1607, which marked the founding of J amestown. 18 The territory covered by the Louisiana Purchase theoretically inherited the civil law system,l 9 but many of the states which l~ter grew out of this territory specifically adopted the common law. 20 In addition to the fact that many states formally adopted the common law, the English law was also influential because, with the exception of Connecticut, 21 there were no treatises on local law. Reports of local cases were neglected and many of the statutes were not printed until much later. English cases and treatises seemed to have been available all over the colonies and were the chief sources to which the new American bar could turn for authoritative statements of the law. 22 Under these conditions, both the courts and the bar easily fell under the influence of the King's Court.
In the light of these facts one might expect that the common law would naturally become the basic law of each state and that after a temporary set-back of its commercial traditions each would adopt the English system, developing its law parallel to the English pattern and looking to the courts of the mother country for guidance. Such has been the accepted theory of legal history in other fields; but the law of Negotiable Paper requires closer scrutiny.
It should be remembered that at the founding of the colonies, both assignment and negotiation were unknown to the common law of England and that by the time of the Revolution, such law on the subject of negotiable paper as existed in England was almost wholly statutory, having been forced upon a reluctant bench and bar by Parliament under the pressure of the commercial community. Foreign bills of exchange were the only commercial paper accorded complete negotiability by the courts of England ; bank notes, notes and perhaps inland bills were regarded as beyond the pale. If, then, the colonies adopted only the common law of England, they got little law of negotiable paper and no 18 On Arkansas see Small v. Strong, 2 Ark. 198, 206 (1840) 1801 , HARvARD LEGAL EssAYS (1934 159. Among these were four recognition of simple assignment. 23 However, if they also inherited the Bank of England Act, which they clearly did not, 24 and the Statute of Anne, which in some cases they did, then they had the elements of the law of negotiable paper, but in a much more primitive and antiquated form tha~ the rules which had been in effect under the colonial statutes for a hundred years.
Another alternative was that the new world might adopt the English common 'law and treat the cases interpreting the English statutes authorizing negotiable paper as evidence of the common law. This, of course, should be recognized as bad legal theory, but it was the practice followed in some quarters.
Massachusetts was the leading state which fell into this error. Under its constitution it did not adopt the common law, but specifically preserved the law as it had existed in the colonies. 25 In the field of negotiable paper at least, it was fully equipped with a system of law far superior to that of England; but while the English source material was easily available, Massachusetts lacked the means to inform its bench and bar ofJ its own law. So, strange as it may seem, this state that had led the colonies and the whole English world in the recognition of assignment and the development of negotiable paper fell under the influence of this type of hybrid English common law. Without adopting any of the English statutes, it came completely under the spell of the English cases. Although the assignment statute remained on the books at least until 1814, 26 the courts ignorantly doubted that assignment was possible 27 without a deed, and held that instruments payable in goods were not negotiable. 28 Only on the question of negotiability of promissory notes was the colonial law able to hold its own. It is clear that the Statute of Anne was not adopted in Massachusetts. But although the courts realized this, 29 without knowing why they did so, they continued to regard promissory notes as negotiable, and to treat them as if the statute had been passed. 30 One commentator3 1 called it "sheer ignorance of the law," but it was really only the intelligent survival of the colonial system of commercial law, which was soon forgotten in the welter of cases relying upon English authorities. Thereafter, the English and post-revolutionary cases became the basis of the slow development of a Massachusetts common law of negotiable instruments on the pattern of the English system. Mr. Justice Story writing his great treatises on bills and promissory notes in 1843 assumed that the Massachusetts pattern of the English system was the common law of the United States ; 32 and his successors, including Dean Ames of Harvard, and most teachers of bills and notes have fallen into the same error. 33 It should be noted that Massachusetts, far from being typical, is almost unique in its experience. Many of the states in adopting the English common law started from entirely different premises which varied with the nature of the adopting act, and the time chosen as the date of adoption.
There was a vast change in the English common law's attitude toward commercial paper during the time from the founding of the colonies until the Revolution. The period opened with complete ignorance of and hostility to the law merchant, and closed under the influence of 23 (1845) 9, where he assumes that the English common law governs and that the Statute of Anne was either adopted or regarded as part of the common law.
33 AMEs' CAsEs ON BILLS AN.D NOTEs, published in 1881, contains a few more than seven hundred cases. Of these over five hnndred are English, over four hundred of which were decided after the Revolution; and could not, therefore, have any direct effect on the American law at that time. Each chapter is a development of the English cases. The American cases, of which there are less than two hundred, half of which came from Massachusetts and New York, appear at the ends of the various divisions, and then they are used mostly to illustrate anomalous variations from the English common law. The three most popular case books in the field still use the same plan with a larger sprinkling of American cases and occasional references to the N. I. L.
Lord Mansfield who was extremely friendly to the mercantile point of view. During this time there were also passed a number of English enabling statutes which were used as a lever by Lord Mansfield to effect this change of attitude. Chief and most influential among these was the Statute of Anne, passed in 1704. 34 So far as the law of negotiable instruments was concerned, the date of adoption of the English common law, and the question of whether or not the English statutes were also adopted was vital in determining the nature of the basic law of the ·state in question. The state which adopted only the common law got one system. Those which adopted the common law and statutes inherited quite another, and the date of adoption was also variable, affecting both of these factors. The mathematical possibilities are legion and so were the actual adaptations. New York took upon itself the most complete system, vi::., the common law and statutes of England and all the colonial acts as of 1775. 35 In Maryland, which adopted the common law as of 1774, the Statute of Anne was regarded as a common law statute, 30 but in North Carolina, which adopted the common law in 1778, it was not so treated,37 South Carolina and Rhode Island had adopted the English common law as of the first quarter of the eighteenth century, the former specifically enacting the Statute of Anne, 38 the latter refusing to do so even after the Revolution. 39 States like New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Missouri and Mississippi which adopted the English common law as of dates later than the Statute of Anne might have adopted it ; 40 but in many of these states, such as Georgia, there was no need to raise the question because other state statutes were adopted which were controlling. 41 It seems clear that Virginia, Illinois, Ohio, 42 and many other states 43 which started from an entirely d_ifferent premise by adopting the English law as of the fourth year of the reign of James I, 1607, did not receive the statute of Anne. 44 In fact at this time there was no English common law of negotiable instruments, nor were there any specific statutes incorporating any part of the law merchant into the law administered by the King's Courts.
45
So in the field of commercial paper, these states were either without law on the subject; or had to look elsewhere than to the common law of England for the rules of commercial transactions. It can thus be readily seen that even in those states which purported to adopt the common law of England, there were a whole series of individual common laws, each differing radically from the others. ,
The Law Merchant
During the fourth year of the reign of James I and for at least one hundred years thereafter, the courts of England recognized that the Law Merchant was a separate system, administered by separate tribunals. It is not at all surprising to find this theory at work in the new states of the United States. Following the English staple traditions, both Georgia 46 and North Carolina 47 set up a system of merchant courts which lasted until long after the Revolution and administered the law merchant as a separate system. North and South Carolina also continued the courts of Pie Powder. 48 The extent of the development of the law merchant in these sep- arate courts must be left to the legal historians; but it should be noted that in theory at least, if not in fact, the law merchant, in some of the states, continued as a separate system of law outside of and different from the common law (whatever that was) down to the time of the adoption of the Negotiable Instruments Law. 49 It was so recognized in section 196 of the Uniform Laws; and we have tangible evidence that at least some of the framers of the act 50 were not laboring under the illusion of the draftsmen of the later uniform acts, 51 that the law merchant was part of the common law.
It is not possible here to point out in detail the ultimate result of this doctrine of separability of the law merchant; but it suffices to say that it had an important effect on decision in some states, while in others it was probably entirely ignored. 52
Hostility to English Law
Another important influence against uniformity was the growing hostility to English law which lasted late into the nineteenth century. Shortly after the Revolution a number of states specifically repealed all British statutes 53 which of course included the Statute of Anne and others facilitating the development of the law of negotiable paper. The commercial community undoubtedly resented the antiquated doctrines of the common law, and the political feeling ran high against England. These two tendencies resulted in non-citation statutes in Pennsylva- common law since July 4, 1776. Tennessee 57 even went so far as to pass a statute abrogating the law merchant because it was part of the common law. These statutes were not only a passing phase of popular resentment; there is good evidence that they were recognized and followed by the courts. 58 Under these circumstances some states were forced, so far as the law of negotiable paper was concerned, to rely upon local customs, colonial statutes, and state statutes which soon appeared 1 in abundance, and in ever widening variation.
The Banking Statutes
The first important post-revolutionary statutes affecting negotiable paper were those growing out of the banking and credit situations. Both before and after the revolution, the colonies were flooded with bills of credit issued to pay for various wars. As indicated elsewhere these bills were fully negotiable, but circulated at a tremendous discount. 59 In order to bolster up their credit systems, the various states immediately after the revolution began to create state banks with circulating privileges.
Among the first to take this step was Connecticut with the creation of the banks of Hartford, New Haven and New London in 1792. 60 It was soon followed by other states. These banks at first were chartered by individual statutes which created a number of types of negotiable paper. Notes and bills obligatory of the banks themselves, 61 bonds issued by the banks, 62 notes and drafts payable at the bank 63 were among the commercial instruments made negotiable by these acts. Later on the statutes in a more general form covering all banks and paper payable at banks were adopted by many states. 64 To protect the banks in the privilege of circulation, many states Custo-ms The adoption of the antiquated common law by some state legislatures or courts and the anti-citation statutes in others created a demand in the commercial community for the clarification of the law of commercial paper. The result of this pressure was the adoption of numerous statutes regulating the assignment and negotiation of commercial paper. The most popular of these was the old Massachusetts statute of assignments/ 0 adopted in various forms all over the United States, which gave the assignee the right to sue, usually in his own name, either with or without the right to cut off defenses. 71 The English statute of Anne was adopted in some states, but in many others it never appeared, since the necessity for it had disappeared with the adoption of a variation of the Massachusetts statute which was much wider in scope .
.,. The later colonial statutes are full of prohibitions of this kind, many of which undoubtedly were carried on into statehood. For an example of such statutes set: 807, 808 (1934) . Sec the additional Indiana cases cited in BRANNAN'S NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS LAW (Beutel's 6th ed. 1938) 1120. 70 The original statute passed in 1647 read as follows: "It is ordered by the Authority of this Court that any debt, or debts due upon bill, or other specialtie assigned to another; shall be as good a debt & estate to the Assignee as it was to the Assigner at the time of its assignation. And that it shall be lawful for the sayd Assignee to sue for and recover the said debt, due upon bill, and so assigned, as fully as the originall creditor might have done, provided the said assignment be made upon the backside of the bill or specialtie." See THE LAW AND LIBERTIES OF MASSACHUSETTS 1648 (Huntington Reprint 1929) 4; cf., THE CHARACTERS AND• GENERAL LAWS OF MASSACHUSETTS (1814) New York,. which adopted the common law by its constitution, also specifically included the colonial statutes. 72 Among these was both the Massachusetts assignment statute allowing an assignee to sue in his own name, 73 and also the Statute of Anne which was later re-enacted in 1794 and 1801. 74 It is doubtful therefore whether the English common law system of negotiable paper ever prevailed in New York. Pennsylvania, another leading commercial state of the time, had followed Massachusetts during colonial times 75 and at the revolution sanctioned both assignment and negotiation of bonds as well as simpler forms of commercial paper. 76 Under the influence of the common law the courts temporarily reversed their trend ; 77 but later, probably because of the anti-citation statutes, the reversing cases were themselves reversed. 78 In the meantime, however, by statutory enactment the state acquired the Philadelphia note which was negotiable if payable in that city "without setoff or without defalcation." 79 New Jersey adopted both an assignment statute 80 and also the Statute of Anne, but the latter 81 specifically provided that notes should be non-negotiable unless, like the Philadelphia notes, they contained the words "without defalcation or discount." Although this is no longer necessary, it still appears occasionally on printed forms in widely scattered parts of the country. Virginia, as in colonial days, continued to struggle with the problem of assignment and negotiation, constantly fluctuating between the colonial law and the English common law. The Northwest Territory not only clearly adopted the Massachusetts assignment statute, but also made inland bills assignable only. 83 This statute was later adopted in many of the states which were carved out of that territory. 84 By a variation in this statute adopting the almost universal colonial custom, 85 bonds, notes and instruments payable in money or chattels were made negotiable. 86 This law, like the other, spread to many states, 87 and instruments payable in chattels are still negotiable in ar least Illinois and Georgia, by specific amendment to the Negotiable Instruments Law. 8 S
The most sweeping of all these post-revolutionary statutes was adopted in Georgia in 1790. It made all bonds and other specialities, all promissory notes and liquidated demands for money or specific articles fully negotiable by indorsement thereon. No formal requisites were mentioned, but the parties, if they desired, could restrict negotiability by clearly indicating their intention to do so. 89 Here is complete negotiability with the presumption that all such contracts are negotiable in the absence of clearly expressed intention to the contrary.
it was held in Overstreet v. Randolph, Wythe 47 (Va. 1789) , that a bond was negotiable to cut off the defense of fraud. In 1789 all English statutes prior to the fourth year of the reign of James I were repealed. Acts of Virginia 1789, c. 17, p. 11. But this statute was s~spended by the Virginia Act of 1791, c. 20, p. 10, declaring the common law and the English statutes to be in force. This in turn was repealed in so far as it put the English statutes in force, leaving the common law to supply the rules of decision. Following this statute, Overstreet v. Ra11dolph, S1tjlra, was overruled and the common law was applied to both negotiation and assignment. This rule has been incorporated into the modem Uniform Laws governing bills of lading and warehouse receipts. 90 No particular purpose would be served by tracing further the development of the statutes in each state, or following particular lines of decisions. It suffices to say that althoqgh the interpretation placed by the courts upon the statutes were sometimes more varied than the statutes themselves, many of the apparent inconsistencies in the holdings of the courts _of particular states can easily be explained if they are considered in the light of the statutes then current. 91 As the nation expanded westward with the admission of each state or territory, a new set of statutes following one of the old types or introducing new variations appeared. The net result was that the statutes grew and increased like weeds in all the forty-eight states and territories which constituted the continental United States at the time . the American Bar Association recommended the adoption of theN. I. L.
STATE STATUTES AT THE TIME OF THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE N. I. L.
When Judge Brewster, in 1898, told the American Bar Association that the N. I. L., if adopted, would reduce "the pre-existing statutory law on the subject by hundreds of pages," he spoke with admirable restraint. 92 At the time the Commission on Uniform Laws approved Crawford's draft of the act for final adoption, every state, and the territories which later became states in the union, had one or more statutes attempting to regulate in whole, or in part, the law of commercial paper. These statutes, ranging from a few simple provisions on attorney's fees, the right of an assignee to sue, and the effect of holidays on maturity in Florida, 93 to a complete codification of the subject in the state of California, covered all the material now found in theN. I. L. and a great deal more.
The remainder of this article will be devoted to a brief discussion of these statutes, pointing out some of their salient features, and their effect on the general laws in the field. For convenience, the compilations set out in the margin have been used as a basis of comparison, and unless othenvise stated, citations refer to sections and pages in the source book named for the particular state involved. 94 "'UNIFORM WAREHOUSE RECEIPT Acr §7; cf. UNIFORM BILLs OF LADING Acr § 8. 01 For an example of such an explanation of the Virginia cases see note 82 supra.
02 (1898) It is obviously impossible, and it would serve no useful purpose here, to treat separately the sections of each statute and the judicial interpretations placed upon them by the various courts. Only the more important features of the acts will be explained. First the complete codification will be noted. Then certain groups of similar sections in the various statutes and codes will be compared with corresponding requirements in the present statute.
States in which the Law of Negotiable Instruments was Already Codified
California, under the influence of the Field codes of the latter part of the nineteenth century, became a leader in the movement for the codification of the common law. 95 When the California Codes were adopted, in 18'12, the commissioners recommended a complete code on negotiable instruments of one hundred and seventeen sections, 90 completeness and skill of draftsmanship both the English Bills of Exchange Act 99 and the present N. I. L. Scholars, comparing the B. E. A. with the N. I. L., have often pointed out that although many of its details' are taken from the English law, its outline is entirely different and its scope is much wider. The answer to the riddle of this change in outline and scope is found in the California Civil Code. A comparison of the acts will show that the N. I. L. adopted the California outline and not that of its British model. The four titles of the N. I. L. are taken verbatim and in the same order from the six Chapter headings of the California Code. 100 The only differences are that Chapters III and IV of the California Code ("III. Promissory Notes" and "IV. Checks") become Title III. ("Promissory Notes and Checks") of the N. I. L., while Chapter V. ("Bonds, Bank Notes and Certificates of Deposit") of the California Code, which in 1896 contained only one short section, 101 is omitted from the outline. Nine out of fifteen of the Article headings of the N. I. L. are taken almost verbatim, and in a similar order, from the California Code. 102 That the N. I. L. uses "Title" where the California Code uses "Chapter" may be accounted for by the fact that theN. I. L. was a complete act in itself while the California Act was only a part of a larger codification. But the similarity does not end with the outline. Article I of the N. I. L., which has often been criticized because it covers the whole field of negotiable instruments instead of simply limiting itself to notes and checks and bills of exchange as does the English Act/ 03 gains its breadth of scope directly from Article I of the California Act. The "must" sections of the N. I. L., as, for example, Section one, "An instrument to be negotiable . . . must contain an unconditional promise or order to pay a sum certain in money," find their origins in the California Section 3088, "A negotiable instrument must be made payable in money only, and without any conditions not certain of fulfillment." This same mandatory wording, not contained in the B. E. A., is found throughout the other sections o£ this fundamental article in both American codes.
104
Although Mr. Crawford, the draftsman o£ the N. I. L., had a man~ date to follow the B. E. A. as much as he thought it applicable to American conditions,l 05 some sections o£ the N. I. L. are taken ver~ batinr from the California Code 106 and many others which differ £rom the corresponding B. E. A. provisions are in substance the same as those o£ Cali£ornia. 107 It might be argued that this is a mere coinci~ dence were it not £or the fact that the commissioners' notes to the N. I. L. cite the California Code in three places and admit taking some of its material. 108 The infrequent citation is probably due to the £act that the attention of the Uniform Laws Commission, at the time, was cen~ tered on the B. E. A. ; consequently the commissioners' notes very naturally referred to the·English Act wherever it was pertinent. It is significant, however, that as Judge Brewster points out, the B. E. A. is much nearer to the continental codes than it is to the N. I. L. 100 The N. I. L., on the other hand, in its general outline and breadth o£ cod~ ification is nearer to the California code tban it is to the B. E. A.
The reason why the draftsmen forsook the narrow outline o£ the B. E. A. and followed the broader scope of codification found in Cali~ ,fornia, is to be discovered in two very important and practical features of the contemporary law of the United States. The first was that the California Code had already been copied in six other states,U 0 so that if the new negotiable instruments law was ever to be uniformly adopted, it had to amount to more than a narrow and specific statute. Other~ wise the California Code which was already spreading would be its rival, and those states which had already adopted the California model could not easily be induced to change it. The seriousness o£ this con~ sideration is shown by the fact that California itself was one o£ the 101 CAL. Ctv. CoDE (Hart, 1876) § § 3088, 3089, 3093; N. I. L. § § 1, 1 (5), 5. 103 Brewster, (1898) 21 last states to adopt the N. I. L., 111 followed only by Texas 112 and Georgia. 118 The second reason for adopting complete codification was equally serious: There were statutes in all the other states and these were so variously worded that any partial attempt at codification would raise more interior conflicts in the states than it would settle.ll 4 If, then, uniformity was to be achieved at all, it was necessary for the draftsmen to depart from the B. E. A. and to codify the whole law as California had done. The significance of this departure and its effect on the meaning and interpretation of the N. I. L. must be discussed elsewhere; but it is still useful to examine a few illustrative details of the condition of the statute law in all the states which 1;1ecessitated this policy.
111 Laws of 1917 , c. 64. 112 General Laws of 1919 190. 112 Laws of 1924, p. 126 . It is also significant that four other of the seven code states were also late in passing the N. I. L. Idaho, Laws of 1903, p. 380; Wyoming, Laws of 1905, c. 43; Oklahoma, Laws of 1909, c. 24; South Dakota, Laws of 1913, ' c. 279. 1 " The nature of this difficulty should be the subject of a different paper. However, a few illustrations will serve to clarify the point. Many of the statutes used such terms as "bonds and other obligations under seal" (Minnesota, § 2220) ; "all bonds, bills, and notes" (North Carolina, § 41) ; "all promissory notes, bonds, due bills and other instruments" (Colorado, § 243) . They then proceeded to make these instruments as negotiable as bills of exchange or as promissory notes. See notes 134, 135 i11jra. Many states, like California, included in the term "negotiable instrument" such iruitruments as bills of exchange, promissory notes, bank notes, checks, bonds and certified checks. Thus the term "negotiable instrument'' had different statutory meanings in the different states. Any new statute with a new definition of the term would give it a double meaning in any state where it had already been defined by a whole conflicting set of parallel statutes. The alternative would be repeal of the old statutes with the consequent dislocation of any instrument, such as a bond, which might not be included in the new statute. Partial repeal, that is, repeal of the old statutes as to instruments which were covered in the new, would not solve the difficplty because the ones left out were often made as negotiable as ones certain to be included in the new statute. The question of how far the old instruments in the old statutes were governed by reference by the new statutes would then be raised. If the new statutes repealed the old ones only in so far as they were inconsistent, a mare's nest of interpretation as to what was inconsistent would result; the infiuence of the remaining statutes in the individual states on the new N. I. L. would be such as to destroy any possibility of uniformity.
Those who have argued for a narrow N. I. L., covering only a few instruments, have assumed a blissful state of the common law, like that of England, where there were no conflicting enactments outside the new statute. This assumption is unjustified as far as the United States is concerned. The draftsman, therefore, wisely did the only thing he could do: he codified the whole law of negotiable instruments to permit the repeal of all existing statutes. 
The Statutes in Detail
Upon examining the statutes in detail one is immediately struck by the completeness of statutory law on most of the parts of the subject matter of negotiable instruments, and by the variation in the results obtainable in the different states under any one sub-title of the law.
Formal Requisites. Consider for example the subject of formal requisites, which delights the heart of every teacher of negotiable instruments-the part of the field in which he usually speaks with such confidence on the state of "the law" ; here, the statutes were myriad.
The negotiability of promissory notes was aided by statute in forty states ; 115 but the particular requirements to be met in order to achieve that status were as the poles apart. One would suppose that a promissory note, at least, had to be in writing; but Oregon and Nevada specifically stipulated that they might be telegraphed. 116 At least five states 117 had no requirements for negotiability in the statutes other than that the instrument should be a note, thus raising the old English question whether a note to be negotiable need not be payable to order or bearer ; 118 but here the similarity to the English common law ceased. Twenty-two states 119 stipulated that instruments payable to order or bearer were negotiable, and at least six 120 made it mandatory as does the N. I. L. Iowa 121 combined both tests and allowed negotiability of notes payable to a person, to his order, or to bearer. Two others covered order instruments only/2 2 while four states provided that notes payable 110 Alabama, § 869; Arkansas, § 489; California, § 3095; Colorado, § 244; Con· , necticut, § 1858; Delaware, p. 527; Georgia, § § 3677, 3682; Illinois, p. 2789, § 4; Indiana, § 7520; Iowa, § 3043; Kansas, § 1, p. 591 ; Kentucky, § § 478, 483; Maryland, Art. 15, p. 106; Massachusetts, § 14, p. 427; Michigan, § 1577; Minnesota, § 2220; Mississippi, § 3502; Missouri, § 733; Montana, § 156, p. 636; Nebraska, § 3380 (but issue to circulate as money was a crime, section 6808).; Nevada, § 2747; New Jersey, §2604; New Me.xico, §2545; New York, §1, p. 278; North Carolina, § § 41, 2286; North Dakota, § 4861; Oklahoma, para. 3291; Oregon, § 3188; Pennsylvania, § 1, pp. 188, 1369 Pennsylvania, § 1, pp. 188, , § 2, p. 1370 Rhode Island, § 7, p. 494; South Carolina, § 1393; South Dakota, § 5667; Tennessee, § 2713; Utah, § 1561 ; Virginia, §2849; Washington, §2192; West Virginia, c. 99, §7; Wisconsin, § 1675; Wyoming, § 2337. . 116 Oregon, § 4171; Nevada, § 1065. It should be noted that these sections also applied to checks and due bills, but qu.aere whether the latter were negotiable. nr Colorado, Illinois, Mississippi, Montana, and North Carolina. See their statutes cited S1tftra note 115. The last state specifically specified that the note need not be to order or bearer. 118 to order or to bearer or to assigns 123 were negotiable. Some states added the requirement that notes to be negotiable should be issued by,l2 4 or payable at,l2 5 or assigned by, banks. 126 There were also a number of minor special requirements, such as the necessity for the words "value received," 127 "without defalcation or set off" 128 to appear on the instrument. On sealed instruments in North Carolina, a holder got only the rights of the payee. 129 In five states though the holder could sue in his own name, notes were practically non-negotiable by statutory enactment. 130 The fact that bonds had been made negotiable by colonial statutes and early enactments in the original states caused them to retain this quality in the early decisions. 131 Nevertheless, statutes in aid of their negotiability were specifically enacted in twenty-one states. 132 In six 133 of these states they were subject to all the provisions of the negotiable instruments codes just as they now are under the N. I. L., while in five 134 others they were negotiable in the same manner as both bills of exchange and promissory notes. In three states 135 they were negotiable on the same basis as promissory notes, while in still three others 13 a they had to meet special formal requisites which included the requirement of being payable to order or to bearer. Four states' statutes made bonds wholly or partly non-negotiable. 137 Even the lowly due bill was covered by the laws of five states. 188 Two of these clearly made it negotiable ; 139 and two pro~ided for making it by telegraph, but left its negotiability in doubt. 140 Since the bill of exchange was the one instrument to which the English common law from the beginning accorded the quality of negotiability, one would not expect to find many statutes prescribing its formal requisites. But, despite this fact, fourteen states,l 41 other than the seven code states, had statutes on bills of exchange. In other words, at least twenty-one states in all prescribed the form or negotiability of this type of paper. 142 In all except two of these,14 3 they of course had to be in writing. Eight states required them to be to order or bearer,l 44 two to order, bearer, or assigns, 145 one to order,l 46 and eight were silent on this point. 147 Wisconsin provided that instruments drawn upon or accepted by officers, municipalities, and the like, should not be negotiable unless expressly authorized by law. 148 On the question of the formal requisites of acceptance, the American statutory law differed widely from the English common law. As was the case in England before the B. E. A.,l 49 it was required by statute in twenty-four states that the acceptance of the bill be in writ- 131 Delaware, p. 527; Florida, § 1073 ; New Mexico, § 2540; 41 (where holder got rights of the payee).
138 Illinois, § 3, p. 2782; Nevada, § 1065; New Mexico, § 2540 ; Oregon, § 4171. 139 Colorado and Illinois. See note 138 siiPra. It should be noted that numerous other statutes mention "bills" together with promissory notes or bonds ; but their framers probably had in mind either the old meaning of the term, which is synonymous with "promissory note," or the newer meaning, which is "bill of exchange." However, they are open to the other interpretation, and here the numerous old cases holding due bills to be promissory notes might have great significance. 141 Arkansas, § 487; Georgia, § 3676; Kansas, § 1, p. 591 ; Mississippi, §3504; Montana, §156, p. 636; Nebraska, §3380; Nevada, §1065; Oregon, § 4171; Pennsylvania, § 1, p. 188, § 2, p. 1370; Virginia, § 2849; West Virginia, c. 99, § 7; Wisconsin, § 1675. 1 4!1 The statutes discussed here are only those using the specific term, "bills of exchange." Those using the ambiguous word "bills," which has often been interpreted to mean bills of e..v;change, are not considered. North Dakota, § 4914, Oklahoma, para. 3344, South Dakota, § 5720, Utah, § 1612, and Wyoming, § 2393; Georgia, § 3676; Kansas, § 1, p. 591. 1 '" Nebraska, § 3380, Ohio, § 3171. 1 "' Pennsylvania, § 1, p. 188, § 2, p. 1370. m Arkansas, § 487; Idaho, § 2911; Mississippi, § 3504; Montana, § 156, p. 636; Virginia, § 2849; West Virginia, c. 99, § 7; Wisconsin, § 1675. ing. 100 But unlike the English statutes which required the acceptance to be written on the bill/ 51 the American statutes all omit this requirement. Sections 133 to 135 of the N. I. L., which allow extrinsic acceptance, have often been criticized for not following the English statute. It is well known that they were taken almost verbatim from a New York statute 152 which obviously approved the American custom of accepting bills and checks by letter or wire and also the universal custom of accepting bills in ~dvance by letter of credit. In addition to New York, statutes of this nature were in force in fourteen 153 states; sections corresponding to sections 133 and 135 of the N. I. L. were found in all fourteen, and the provisions of section 134 of the N. I. L. were present in twelve. 154 Sections similar to 136 and 137 of the N. I. L. regulating the time allowed for acceptance, which were copied from statutes in Massachusetts and New York respectively/ 55 appear in fifteen 156 states ; but none of the old statutes contain the neat correlation between the two sections which appears in the N. I. L.l57 ' Statutes governing the formal requisites and negotiability of checks were not so numerous, but checks were specifically named and made negotiable by the statutes of ten states. 158 There were specifications u.o Alabama, § 880; Arkansas, § 475; California § 3193; Connecticut, Conn. Pub. Acts 1893, p. 40; Idaho § 2922; Kansas, § 10, p. 94; Maine, § 10, p. 335; Michigan, § 1583; Minnesota, § 2233 ; Mississippi, § 3515; Missouri, § 719 ; N evada, § 2752; New Mexico, § 2546; New York, § 6, p. 279 ; North Dakota, § 4927; Oklahoma, para. 3357; Oregon, § 3194; Pennsylvania, § 2, p. 188; South Carolina, § 1395; South Dakota, § 5733 Alabama, § 882; Arkansas, § 478; California, § 3194; Idaho, § 2923; Kansas, § 13, p. 594; Mississippi, § 3515; Missouri, § 722; Nevada, § 2755; North Dakota, § 4928; Oklahoma, para. 3358; South Dakota, § 5734; Utah, § 1625; Washington, § 2202; Wyoming, § 2406. · ""Arkansas, § 476; California, § 3196; Idaho, § 2925; Kansas, § 11, p. 594; Missouri, § 720; Nevada, § 2753; North Dakota, § 4930; Oklahoma, para. 3360; South Dakota, § 5736; Utah, § 1627; Washington, § 2200; in two others that they might be drawn by telegraph,tuo and they were undoubtedly considered to be covered by statutes making "bills" payable at banks negotiable. 160 Even without specific provisions directly touching this point, many states regarded checks as a kind of bill of exchange, subject to the statutes regulating those instruments; but this is a question of interpretation which will not be considered here.
In addition to the standard types of negotiable instruments already mentioned, there were many others which enjoyed some or all of the attributes of negotiability. Chief among these were the instruments payable in goods, which had been negotiable from colonial times. Statutes giving these instruments unusual circulation still survived in seven states. 161 Negotiable instruments thus payable in goods included notes,l 62 bonds,l 63 bills,l 64 specialties 165 and even bills of exchange. 166 Such instruments in two states 167 might also be payable in labor, and in one other, bills, drafts and checks payable in depreciated bank notes or current funds were negotiable. 168
Liability of Parties. On the matter of liability of parties and the defenses which they could offer, the statutes presented an interesting and varied picture.
In seven states presentment was not necessary to charge the principal debtor instead of the person primarily liable. 1611 Presentment was necessary before the maker of a demand note could be sued in Maine. 170 In Colorado, where the instrument was payable in goods, tender to the payee discharged the maker and transferred title to the goods promised. 171 And in Iowa a defrauded maker was required only to pay a bona fide holder the amount the holder had paid for the instrument.172
In the seven code states an acceptor admitted the signature of the drawer, but not that of the indorser ; 173 and in one of these,l7 4 he was not liable to pay according to the tenor of his acceptance if the instrument had been raised. In these same seven code states, one who was not a drawee could accept a bill, in which case it became a promissory note discharging all prior parties. 1 75 The liability of the drawer was subject to many variations. In one state the drawer of an unaccepted bill of exchange was primarily liable thereon. 176 In three others, he was subject to suit without notice of dishonor,l7 7 but the rule was contra in another three where due diligence was a condition precedent to liability. 178 In the code states his liability was that of a first indorser. 179 On the question of indorsers' liability, the statute makers really had a field day. Twenty-five states had statutes creating various types of obligations. The liabilities of indorsers of notes and bonds often differed from those of indorsers of bills of exchange, even within the same state. 180 This liability might be primary for indorsers of unaccepted bills of exchange,l 81 secondary without the necessity of protests or notice,l 82 conditioned on due diligence,l 83 or absolute upon the bring~ ing of suit against prior parties. 184 So also the indorser might be liable as a surety,IB 5 a guarantor, 186 an assignor 187 or as a guarantor conditioned upon diligence. 188 The anomalous indorser found himself liable in the same manner as any other indorser in eight states ; 189 in one, such liability attached even though the instrument was non-negotiable.
In at least eight states, the indorser's liability in warranty was finnly established by the statutes ; 191 but an examination of the particular sections will reveal that the warranties were not identical. In four states it was stipulated that the liability of indorsers on demand notes was the same as that on time notes. 192 Seventeen states had statutes whose provisions collectively covered most of the material found in sections 25-29 and 59 of the N. I. L., but with interesting variations. Arizona and Texas had statutes providing that want or failure of consideration was a defense against the payee and transferees with notice and after maturity. 193 This probably accounts for one of the leading cases holding that a payee could not be a holder in due course. 194 Three other states allowed a bona fide assignee to cut off these defenses 195 and one of these 196 stipulated value in addition to bona fides. Eight states 197 provided that absence of consideration was no defense against a holder for value, 'thus reaching approximately the same result as section 29 of the N. I. L. In nine states 198 there was a presumption of consideration for all parties ; in one it was clearly rebutable,l 99 and in one it appeared absolute. 200 Pennsylvania had an act providing that where an instrument was forged a holder could get his money back, 201 and Arkansas and Delaware provided that, after assignment, no assignor could release any part of the consideration.
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of negotiable instruments, or of a particular type of negotiable instrument, the power to sue thereon in his own name; but this might have been subject to the real party in interest statutes in at least two states. 204 Althpugh the term "holder in due course" had not yet appeared in the statutes, the seven code states used the expression "indorsee in due course." 205 Thus by implication or direct provision, 206 they excluded the payee from this charmed circle. Such a bona fide transferee for value specifically cut off defenses, set-offs and defects of title in whole or in part under the statutes of fifteen states. 207 In nine states, he could recover on instruments void for various kinds of illegality ; 208 but in eight others, 209 the holder in due course was specifically subject to one or more defenses which he now cuts off under the N. I. L.
The holder of overdue paper was made the subject of special regulation in twenty-one states, but his rights were as varied as Joseph's coat. In five states the purchaser, after maturity, took subject to the defenses existing against the payee. 210 In Illinois he was subject to the defense against the payee and all intermediate holders. 211 Six other states provided that instruments· were subject to set-off and defenses existing against the transferor, but that if they were negotiated before maturity, this rule did not apply. 212 Five prescribed that the purchaser after maturity was subject to the set-offs or discounts that were good against his assignor. 213 In Minnesota usury made an instrument void as against a purchaser after maturity no matter what its previous history had been, 214 while in three states illegality seems to have been cut off by any good-faith purchaser without notice. 215 In the seven code states, an indorsee of a check, after its apparent maturity but without notice of dishonor, got the same rights as a purchaser before maturity. 216 In this connection it should be noted that it was not uncommon for different rules to exist in the same state for different types of paper.
Payment to one not a holder W¥ no defense in one state. 217 In two others, 218 payment after notice of assignment was ineffective, but a purchaser with notice of payment apparently took subject to it in five states. 219 In three of the code states, discharged instruments were revived in favor of an indorsee in due course. 220
Maturity and Diligence. Every state in the union, with the possible exception of Kentucky, had one or more statutes affecting the manner of calculating the maturity and time of payment of negotiable instruments. These statutes varied both as to details and general principles and also as to the type of paper involved. Different kinds of instruments were often subject to different rules in a single state, and even practices in counties or cities within some states were governed by varying statutory provisions. 221 Where the date of maturity fell on Sunday or a holiday, twenty-three states 222 postponed it to the day following, while fifteen states 223 placed it on the preceeding day. In six others it might fall either on the preceeding or following day depending upon the type of paper or the locality involved. 224 Seven states gave the Saturday half holiday treatment similar to that accorded Sunday. 225
Thirteen states had statutes providing for maturity of demand paper, which ranged from ten days after issue to the date of demand.226 The matter of maturity and diligence was further complicated by the existence of days of grace, now happily abolished, which allowed a further time after maturity for the presentment, payment, or protest of instruments. At least forty-one states 227 had statutes touching on this subject. They ranged from a small minority abolishing the custom entirely, 228 or abolishing it for one or more classes of commercial paper, to those allowing as much as four days additional time. 229 It was not at all unusual to find statutes in the same state allowing different types of grace on various classes of paper, or at the will of the parties. 230 In fact the matter was so complicated that it is difficult to understand pow business men in many states could safely present paper for payment without first obtaining legal advice.
Even in England the law on presentment, protest, and notice of dishonor was largely statutory in its origin and development ; 231 and the states on this side of the ocean also found the statutes their chief source of law on this subject. In addition to statutes on days of grace, all but eleven 232 of the states had enactments which covered, among their collective provisions, almost every detail now found in the sixtythree sect1ons of theN. I. L. on the subject. To cite the various provisions of these laws in detail would serve only to burden further an already too tedious discussion of antiquated statutes; but one desiring to do so may find here a fruitful field of research which will yield a maze of conflicting and detailed rules that would delight the heart of the most pedantic scholar, and which confounded the business community.
CONCLUSION
No purpose would be served by citing and discussing at length many other state statutes appearing in one or more states which governed various special aspects of negotiable paper; but it is worthy of remark that these states were so numerous that their citations would constitute a volume of material nearly equal to that of the ones already covered. Each with its own detailed provisions added just a mite to the general confusion that was the law of commercial paper in the United States.
In a situation of this sort, it is doubtful whether any generalizations are possible, but a few may be suggested. The basic common law of negotiable paper of each state was statutory in its origin. Its nature depended upon the date and wording of the enabling statutes which differed radically in their results in various states. The early court decisions thereafter were influenced by remnants of colonial laws and customs which had no counterpart in England, but which developed into a multitude of conflicting statutes adopted to meet local conditions. Without discussing the various conflicting decisions on points not directly covered by statutes in particular states-they are familiar to every student of bills and notes-, it should be noted that due to the courts' habit of following or ignoring statutes without citing them, 233 what has been taken for common law in various states is the direct result of decisions applying these statutes 234 or following cases in other states which relied upon the statutes. 235 Finally, the laws on the statute books governing negotiable instruments were in fundamental conflict on almost every question of importance to the commercial community. Under these circumstances, to talk about a common law of bills and notes in the United States is to indulge in a form of transc~ndental nonsense which often yields ridiculous results. 236 FREDERICK K. BEUTEL CoLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY.
